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Mnemonic dictionary software free

The GDC data dictionary defines the attributes and types or values that are accepted for their required, preferred, and optional data elements and relationships. GDC Data Dictionary Main Feature Viewing Data Dictionary GDC Dictionary provides a glimpse of the latest version of the GDC dictionary. Dictionary Viewer provides the
following features: Navigation in the dictionary - Users can navigate in the dictionary to see the description and definition of ani can, the properties of the body, and the definitions and values of the property of the can. Links to synthe resources - Common public data element identifies are provided for terms and attributes along with links to
synthe data resources The ability to download templates to send data - Users can download templates to send GDC data in TSV or JSON format. Templates are automatically created from data elements in the dictionary. Configure the GDC Data Dictionary data dictionary described in YAML. This gives flexibility to add new data elements
to the dictionary to combine in GDC data submission templates. Creating GDC-specific project data dictionaries that support specific data dictionary projects allows organizations to expand core GDC data elements to support specific project needs. 1 in 40 Buzzy Whether it's Battle of Winterfell or a famous local restaurant, the word refers
to anything people can't stop talking about. If it generates attention and helps you talk, it's buzzy. RELATED: The most romantic restaurant in each of the 2 states of 40 Stan Super fans have been calling themselves this for a while now, but it can also be a phrase. Who else works for the Backstreet Boys? Or are you on Team * NSYNC? 3
out of 40 on-brand If you're a pizza lover and share an Instagram post about a moment, followers may comment that it's very branded. That's because this wording describes anything that supports or correlations with your image or public identity. 4 of 40 Swole If your muscles are bulging, you can safely say they're swole. MerriamWebster also noticed that a lot of people may not look that way now, but they want to get swole. 5 of 40 Screen Time We are spending a lot of time looking at the screen that experts at Merriam-Webster feel need to add a term about it. On some devices, you can even see how many minutes (or hours...) you're looking down at your phone
or browsing on your laptop. RELATED: Your Kid May Have Text Neck – Here's What You Need to Know 6 of 40 Unplug All-Time Monitors can encourage you to unplug, which involves setting down your device and removing yourself from the online world. 7 out of 40 Receipts We all have target receipts, but not all of us have this receipt. If
you're showing your friends a text or photo that acts as proof that something happened, you have a receipt. Picture 8 of 40 40 You can rest easy knowing your Internet practices are keeping you safe and secure. That means a lot of passwords and vigilance when surfing the Net. 10 out of 40 Peaks Yes, mountains are known for their
literally peaks, but now we don't look at the mountains. We're examining the peak explorers ahead. This extended metaphor means being in Heigh's popularity, use or attention, according to Merriam-Webster. 11 of your 40 Favorite Benedict Brunch Menu Items is now *official* a dictionary entry. It's one of the many ways we like to eat
eggs, and we recommend eating it with Bloody Mary or mimosa. 12 out of 40 Cheesemonger Times after your local cheese shop owner helps you, be sure to recognize your official title. That's right; Cheesemongers are responsible for handing you the most delicious blocks of cheddar, Switzerland, gruyere and more. RELATED: How to
Make Bacon Cheese Popovers 13 of 40 Heart-Stopper Do you feel like you'll burst watching Kyle Guy shoot those free throws in the University of Virginia's final four match against Auburn? That's because it's a heart-stopper, which can describe an exciting suspense contest. 14 of 40 Hustle Long considered another word for a scam, it can
also refer to one person for all of his. Like when Billy Hamilton runs, we can really respect his hustle on the field. 15 of 40 Headwinds We know what headwinds are in a literally, but a more abstract use is to describe something that inhibits progress. Meanwhile, tailwinds can now be called a force for advancing progress. 16/40 Oche If
you're a professional darts player, you probably already know that this is the line you have to stand behind when you throw. 17/40 Company Success page views can be determined by the number of page views they have, which is another way of saying how many people visited their website. 20 of 40 Bottles of Latte It seems we all visit
Starbucks for our go to drink enough times to secure an entry. Made with seasoned black tea and steamed milk, it's a coffee alternative that keeps you alert and ready to start your day. 21 out of 40 Double-Dip Best Ways to Maximize Chips and Your Guac Dining Experience is to upload on the dip. That's why we won't blame you for taking
your first bite and coming back for another spoon. (Although some of your more conscious friends may disagree. 22 out of 40 Ghost Pepper If your mouth has caught fire, you may have tried (or seen almost countless people try) super spicy peppers from southern Asia. Bhut jolokia is another word for it, and that word is also featured in the
dictionary update. 23 of 40 Mofongo A traditional Puerto Rican dish, this includes green bananas mashed with garlic, salt and olive oil. Many also throw in some meat or seafood to go with it. 25 of 40 Java Just word for your good old joe cup, it also refers to the Indonesian island where arabica beans are grown. Even better, these beans
are used to make a coffee that is full-body and not too sour. 26 out of 40 Bay-Rum Tree Bay rums are an aromatic liquid commonly found in deodorant, perfume and shaving soap. Its origins? This West Indian tree (also known as Pimenta racemosa), which just happens to have the exact same name. 28 of the 40 Stick and Poke Tattoo
skilled artists in this form know that it involves embedding a needle in ink and creating a design dot at a time. They are more affordable, but can also be more annoying. RELATED: 15 Meaningful Ideas Mom-Daughter Tattoo 29 of 40 Bottle Episode Although these two words are just a way to say a cheaply produced TV episode, many
believe it all started with Star Trek. When they are on board, the actors are limited to a space, which makes it easier and less expensive for producers. 30 out of 40 Bug-Out Bags We guess The Walking Dead fans all have their own custom bug bags, designed to keep any survival supplies they need for a life-threatening or worldthreatening emergency. The best online dictionaries are spread on the wild, wild web, using a variety of methods to create something that helps you understand words in an extremely reliable or completely unique manner. Here are ten of the best online dictionaries.1. Founded on the same ideology as the Wikipedia encyclopedia project,
Wiktionary is another testament to what internet users can create together. It has many of the same drawbacks as Wikipedia, although, mostly anyone can edit a page. That ultimately left a little accuracy of a question mark. But, like Wikipedia, Wiktionary has a community of editors determined to make Wiktionary as accurate as possible.
Don't consider this the ultimate source, but it could be one of the best online dictionaries for your needs if used responsibly.2. The Google Dictionary google dictionary has a lot of different languages with features such as voice pronunciation, definitions, example sentences, related phrases, related phrases, and more. It's one of the most
extensive and possible online dictionaries, and comes with some very solid brand recognition.3. Dictionary.com Website has the best domain name of all online dictionaries is also one of the most useful dictionaries. It cooperates with Ask.com, but does not hold that association against it. It provides definitions, pronunciation, origins and
world history. It is also responsible for one of the best mobile dictionary apps, hands down.4. Free Dictionary Free dictionary gives you the ability to search through words, characters or text. It gives you many definitions, dictionaries, non-translated and vocal pronunciation, along with a translator working in common languages such as
French, German and and It is not particularly fancy, but you may not be looking for favorites. Overall, the Free Dictionary is one of the best online dictionaries. One of the most respected print dictionaries also has a website for your convenience. It is made up of a typical dictionary, a dictionaries, a Spanish translation into English and a
medical dictionary. It's relatively sparse feature but if you're looking for online dictionaries with good pedigree Merriam-Webster Online should be of interest to you.6. Cambridge Dictionary Online Dictionary Cambridge is another respected print dictionary with a lot of history behind it having a web partner. The online version includes four
dictionaries: cambridge American English Dictionary, Cambridge Learning Dictionary, Cambridge International Dictionary of Phrasal And Cambridge International Idiom Dictionary. It's a great site that you might want to explore if you're looking for one of the more serious online dictionaries.7. Visuwords This online graphics dictionary
creates diagrams between words and concepts to help you understand how they link. It's a really unique concept, so if you're looking for unique Visuwords is one of the best online dictionaries. Wordia is an interesting option for young people to learn vocabulary, made up of word-based learning games along with an interactive video
vocabulary. Not something for someone through a middle school reading level in English, but it has potential for children or those learning English as a second language.9. NetLingo Not sure what some of the myth of the acronyms you see online stand for? NetLingo is one of the best online dictionaries that will explain what LOL, FWIW,
and much more lingo internet ionism means, if you're not familiar. I'm in my mid-twenties, and this is still an invaluable resource for me, with all the new terms pop up every day.10. Laugh Urban Dictionary if you want, but urban dictionary is a valuable tool if you go through some slang you are not familiar with. If that's what you need to
learn, this is one of the online dictionaries that you'll benefit the most. Just be wary about happening too many random searches... Photo Credit Highlights: jwyg flickr.com flickr.com
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